
 
 
 
 

LaSalle Middle School Dress Code 
Grades 5 – 8 

 
The purpose of the dress code is to promote a sense of pride and community while striving to reflect good 
taste, neatness, cleanliness and Christian modesty. Students reflect pride in themselves and their school 
by the way they dress and act. It is expected that parents or guardians will require their children to leave 
home and arrive at school dressed in accordance to these regulations.  
 
The dress code states what is acceptable for students to wear. If an item is not listed, it is not acceptable 
under this dress code. 
 
 
Slacks 

 Khaki, navy, gray, brown, or black dress slacks or cargo pants are to be worn 

 Slacks should be modest and appropriate in fit  
 
Shorts/Capris (during the months of August/September and May/June) 

 Girls may only wear capris or dress slacks 

 Boys may only wear dress  shorts, cargo shorts  or dress slacks 

 Solid color (khaki, navy, gray, brown, or black) shorts or capris are to be worn 
 
Shirts/Blouses 

 Long or short-sleeve solid color or striped polos, turtlenecks or collared dress shirts  are allowed 

 Logos that appear on shirts will be no larger than the size of a quarter 

 Shirts must be tucked in at all times & must be long enough to stay tucked in 

 Shirts must be buttoned up so as to reflect Christian modesty (one button from the top) & should 
be modest in fit (not too tight) 

 
Sweaters/Quarter-Zip 

 Solid color or patterned dress sweaters, cardigans, and sweater vests  are acceptable (no hoods) 

 Only LaSalle or Xavier ¼ zip fleece is allowed 

 All sweaters and ¼ zip must be worn with a tucked-in collared shirt or turtleneck underneath 

 Sweaters must be waist length or longer 
 
Shoes/Socks 

 Only closed-toe and closed-heel dress shoes or tennis shoes may be worn 

 Socks must be worn at all times 
 
Spirit Days 

 Only Holy Family, LaSalle, or Xavier shirts are permitted on Spirit Days 

 V-necks are allowed only if a crew neck t-shirt is worn underneath 

 Necklines must reflect Christian modesty (not too low), and shirts should be modest in fit (not too 
tight) 

 Jeans or sweatpants are allowed (free of holes, rips, or tears) 
During August/September and May/June: 

 Girls may wear capris or loose-fitting, long “basketball style” athletic shorts 

 Boys may wear shorts or loose-fitting, long “basketball style” athletic shorts 

 Only Holy Family, LaSalle, or Xavier outerwear is permitted 



 
 
Dress Reward Days 

 On designated days, t-shirts or sweatshirts with appropriate slogans may be worn 

 V-necks are allowed only if a crew neck t-shirt is worn underneath 

 Necklines must reflect Christian modesty (not too low), and shirts should be modest in fit (not too 
tight) 

 Jeans or sweatpants are allowed (free of holes, rips, or tears) 
During August/September and May/June: 

 Girls may wear capris or loose-fitting, long “basketball style” athletic shorts 

 Boys may wear shorts or loose-fitting, long “basketball style” athletic shorts 

 Outerwear is permitted 
 
Hair 

 Hair is to be neat and well-groomed 

 Neither extreme hairstyles nor extreme hair coloring is permitted 
 
Earrings 

 Small earrings (no bigger than a quarter) may be worn 

 Excessive earrings or other piercings are not allowed 
 
Make-up 

 Female students only 

 Only mascara, blush and clear lip-gloss are allowed 
 
Current Clothing Trends 

 If there are any questions about current clothing trends, please contact the school first to see if the 
item will be permitted 

 
 

 

The administration and staff reserves the right to interpret dress code. The 
decisions of the administration and staff are final. 
 
 

Procedure for Dress Code Violations  (effective 1/4/16) 
 Violation of dress code will result in a “Dress Code Violation Slip” which will be 

recorded and will need to be signed by parent and returned to school the next 
day 

 3 “Dress Code Violation Slips” will result in loss of privilege of next free dress 
day or next spirit day, whichever occurs next  
 
 
 

 
 


